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Morphogenesis of Self-Assembled
Nanocrystalline Materials of Barium
Carbonate and Silica
Juan Manuel García-Ruiz,1 Emilio Melero-García,1 Stephen T. Hyde2

The precipitation of barium or strontium carbonates in alkaline silica-rich environments leads to
crystalline aggregates that have been named silica/carbonate biomorphs because their morphology
resembles that of primitive organisms. These aggregates are self-assembled materials of purely
inorganic origin, with an amorphous phase of silica intimately intertwined with a carbonate
nanocrystalline phase. We propose a mechanism that explains all the morphologies described
for biomorphs. Chemically coupled coprecipitation of carbonate and silica leads to fibrillation
of the growing front and to laminar structures that experience curling at their growing rim. These
curls propagate in a surflike way along the rim of the laminae. We show that all observed
morphologies with smoothly varying positive or negative Gaussian curvatures can be explained by
the combined growth of counterpropagating curls and growing laminae.

The theoretical morphology of classical
crystals is well accommodatedwithin con-
ventional crystal growth theory, where the

development of various crystal faces is accounted

for by the relative crystallographic surface ener-
gies at the atomic scale, and the overall symmetry
is imposed by the atomic-scale packing. The re-
lation between nonequilibrium crystal shapes and
their physical and chemical growth conditions is
also part of the general picture (1). In contrast,
despite numerous observations over the years (2)
that life is able to make precise, smooth, differ-
entiable shapes made of polycrystalline minerals
(shells, teeth, bones, etc.), we have a limited un-
derstanding of the morphogenetical mechanisms

leading to the formation of these fascinating ar-
chitectures. The laboratory synthesis of actual self-
assembled structures mimicking the ability of life to
create sinuous noncrystallographic morphologies
with crystallinematerials is still a challenge.Among
the few examples of synthetic self-organized nano-
crystalline materials known to display a wealth of
morphologies comparable to that of biominerals
are silica/carbonate biomorphs (3–5). Biomorphs,
like biominerals, exhibit nanoscale atomic ordering
but lack long-range positional order. As a con-
sequence, no characteristic faces or edges are ex-
pressed; rather, they are bounded by smoothly
curved surfaces. Thus biomorphs, whose mor-
phogenetic mechanism has remained unknown
(5–7), display a zoo of curvilinear morphologies,
often indistinguishable from the forms of bio-
materials found in vivo.

Silica/barium carbonate biomorphs can be
grown routinely by mixing barium chloride solu-
tions with silica solutions and gels within a pH
range from 8.5 to 11, at atmospheric pressure and
temperature (8). Under alkaline conditions, car-
bonate from dissolved atmospheric CO2 reacts with
Ba2+ to precipitate crystalline barium carbonate
(witherite) in the form of pseudohexagonal pris-
matic crystals tapered by bipyramidal faces (9).
However, it has been shown (3–7, 10, 11) that
when barium carbonate crystallizes from silica-
rich solutions or from silica gels, it forms poly-
crystalline aggregates displaying a variety of

1Laboratorio de Estudios Cristalográficos, Instituto Andaluz de
Ciencias de la Tierra, Consejo Superior de Investígacìones
Cientificas–Universidad de Granada, Avenida del Conocimiento,
Parque Tecnológico, Ciencias de la Salud, 18100 Armilla,
Spain. 2Department of Applied Mathematics, Research School
of Physical Sciences, Australian National University, Canberra,
Australian Capital Territory 0200, Australia.
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micrometer- to millimeter-sized morphologies
with noncrystallographic symmetry shaped by
“differentiable” surfaces of well-defined and
smoothly varying Gaussian curvature. Its sub-
micrometer structure has been shown to be com-
posed of nanometer-sized rods of witherite,
whose mutual arrangement is characterized by a
high degree of orientational order but no trans-
lational order. The carbonate nanocrystals are
coated by amorphous silica (SiO2) that also ce-
ments the structure, thus forming a composite
material, as demonstrated by the ability to selec-
tively dissolve the crystalline or amorphous phase
with either dilute HCl or NaOH solutions, re-
spectively (12).

We used time-lapse video microscopy and
electron microscopy to monitor the formation,
growth development, and final morphology and
textures of witherite biomorphs (8). Our obser-
vations have established that the core of all these
morphologies is a pseudohexagonal twinned pris-
matic crystal of witherite that grows preferentially
along the c axis (Fig. 1A). Themorphologies seem

to arise from the breaking of the crystallographic
symmetry of this crystal core of carbonate that
occurs along two consecutive but different routes.
The first of these routes goes from crystallographic
symmetry toward dilation symmetry, whereas the
second continues toward rotational symmetry. The
dilation route ends in fractal cauliflowerlike mor-
phologies, whereas the rotational route ends in
three-dimensional (3D) microstructures display-
ing a wealth of smoothly curved surfaces of uni-
formly varying Gaussian curvature.

The crystallographic symmetry is initially bro-
ken toward dilation symmetry by the splitting of
the basal pinacoid {001} or the pseudohexagonal
bipyramidal faces of the growing crystal core.
Because of pioneering work by Keith and Paden
(13), crystal splitting at noncrystallographic an-
gles can be explained by the concentration at the
growth front of nonabsorbable polymeric im-
purities, which are pushed ahead of the growing
crystal and cause the formation of 2D islands that
are slightly misoriented with respect to the crys-
talline lattice (13–15). These islands continue to

grow, forming a tilted outgrowth displaying a
noncrystallographic angle with the initial seed
(Fig. 1, B to D). Under alkaline conditions, as a
result of the chemical coupling between the pre-
cipitation of carbonate and silica, the precipita-
tion process of the crystalline carbonate phase
triggers the formation of polymeric impurities at
the crystallization front, which in turn triggers the
precipitation of carbonate. This chemical feedback
process occurs as follows: During the crystalliza-
tion of barium carbonate, there is a continuous re-
moval of carbonate groups,which decreases the pH
of the local environment surrounding the growing
crystals according to the reactions Ba2+ + CO3

2–⇆
BaCO3 and HCO3

– + H2O ⇆ H3O
+ + CO3

2–.
On the other hand, the precipitation of amor-

phous silica occurs exclusively by the condensa-
tion of molecules of silicic acid Si(OH)4 (16). At
alkaline pH, the silicic acid deprotonates according
to Si(OH)4 ⇆ SiO(OH)3

– + H3O
+ at pH = 9 and

SiO(OH)3– ⇆ SiO2(OH)2
2– + H3O

+ at pH = 10.7.
Therefore, the decrease of pH caused by the

precipitation of carbonate increases the local super-

Fig. 1. The breaking of the crystallographic symmetry and chemical coupling.
(A to H) illustrate the transition from a single pseudohexagonal crystal core
shown in (A) to sheaf-of-wheat [(E) and (F)] and globular [(G) and (H)] struc-
tures, through splitting of the pinacoidal or bypiramidal tip of the crystal core
[(B) to (D)]. [(B) to (D)] are frames of a video (movie S4). (I) shows the con-

centration of the chemical species as a function of pH (29) and the pH region
(gray) at which these structures form. (J to L) show schematically the growing
of the fibrillated front due to the local oscillations of pH driven by the coupled
precipitation of silica and carbonate. The last four panels show the beginning
of the formation (M and N) and details of the laminar structures (O and P).
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saturation of silicic acid in the vicinity of the
growing carbonate crystals, thus provoking the
adsorption and precipitation of silica on their pos-
itively charged surfaces (17), poisoning crystal
growth and causing bifurcation of the crystals.
This chemical coupling ensures continuous splitting
at noncrystallographic angles, leading to the for-
mation of sheaf-of-wheat structures and, on further
growth, to space-filling cauliflowerlike structures
(Fig. 1, E to H) (18, 19).

At elevated pH values, typical of biomorph
growth conditions, the silica solubility is more
sensitive to changes in pH value (Fig. 1I). There-
fore, the amount of silica coating the nanocrystals
is large enough to provoke the cessation of car-
bonate crystal growth. In turn, the precipitation of
amorphous silica increases the local pH by con-
verting the acidic –OHgroups into siloxane bonds.
This increase in pH promotes the formation of
additional carbonate ions, increasing the barium
carbonate supersaturation and leading to a further
round of carbonate nucleation in the form of 3D
nuclei (Fig. 1, J to L). This process causes the
single-crystal growth front to fragment, creating a
polycrystalline front of nanocrystals co-oriented
with the single crystal. We call this transforma-
tion fibrillation. Despite the fibrillation mecha-
nism being due to the oscillatory behavior of pH
at the growth front, this does not necessarily yield
oscillatory dynamics of the growth front.

Subsequent silica precipitation prevents these
nuclei from growing larger than the size of a few
tens to hundreds of nanometers before they be-
come almost fully coated with silica, therefore
bearing an overall negative charge at alkaline pH.
Mutual repulsion between these witherite-silica
particles is screened by the cations (Na+ and
excess Ba2+) in solution. As a consequence, the
nanocrystals of witherite-silica experience only
weak interaction forces that must be attractive to
account for the observed near co-orientation of
the particles along their long axis. Co-orientation
can be stabilized by the condensation of silanol
groups and the formation of siloxane bonds
between neighbor witherite-silica particles (16).
However, the absence of strict translational order
between the nanocrystals is also suggestive of a
weak interparticle interaction.

Eventually, via fibrillation, a transition from
continuously splitting crystals to laminar nano-
crystalline aggregates with macroscopic radial
symmetry occurs (Fig. 1, M to P). The final
voluptuous morphologies characteristic of bio-
morphs grow in the absence of crystallographic
constraints by the following mechanism. The
growth front of the lamina advances linearly with
time, and because the radial growth rate is inde-
pendent of the azimuthal angle ϕ, the lamina ini-
tially forms a circular disc with an arced growth
edge. Time-lapse microscopy reveals the forma-

tion of a small curled lip at some single point of
the growth edge. The curling induces the follow-
ing at this single point: (i) the cessation of growth
along the radial direction, and (ii) the formation
of two new growth fronts located on the right and
left of the curl (movie S1). The growth fronts
propagate the curling along the perimeter of the
lamina, much as a surfing wave forms a quasi-
tubular rim (Fig. 2A). As the curling advances
along the rim of the circular lamina, it arrests the
radial propagation of the structure: The curling
front propagates at constant velocity tangentially
to the circular perimeter, while the radial velocity
of the curled perimeter becomes zero. As a result,
the point at which the flat lamina starts to curl
follows a trajectory that is the result of orthogonal
growth fronts: the radial growth velocity Vr of
the lamina and the azimuthal velocity of propaga-
tion Vϕ of the curl as shown in Fig. 2B.When two
curling fronts approach each other along the rim
from opposite directions (irrespective of whether
they arise from the same or different curling
points) they describe the characteristic cardioid or
leaflike shape of biomorphs because of the con-
tinuous reorientation of the growth edge induced
by the accumulation of angles b′, b′′, and b′′′,
whose origin is thus explained (Fig. 2, B to F).

This simple curl triggers a morphogenetic
mechanism that explains the whole variety of
3D morphologies displayed by silica biomorphs.
The parameters involved in the morphogenesis
are the following (Fig. 2A): (i) The relative
directionality of the curling, either right- (D) or
left- (L) handed; (ii) the relative values of the
azimuthal velocities Vϕ of the two approaching
curled rims, as well as those relative to the radial
velocity Vr of the uncurled sheet; and (iii) the
relative height H of the two approaching curls.
The following characteristic biomorph forms
emerge as specific cases of this mechanism.

1) Morphogenesis of leaflike shapes (L1D2

or D1L2; H1 = H2; Vϕ1 Vϕ2 Vr). To form a
regular leaf, the two approaching curling fronts
must bend with different handedness and their
curling height must be of the same size. Thus,
when the two curling rims meet, their growth
fronts seal in a single cusp. The overall contour
of the leaflike shape and the existence of a bi-
lateral symmetry (a mirror plane across the cusp)
depend on the relative rates of azimuthal growth
(Fig. 2).

2) Morphogenesis of helicoids of constant
width (L1L2 or D1D2; H1 = H2; Vϕ1 ≈ Vϕ2 ≈ Vr).
The two approaching curled rims have the same
handedness and similar heights. In addition, the
azimuthal growth rates of both rims are similar
and are similar to the rate of growth of the un-
curled sheet. A perfect helicoid is formed, which
advances linearly with time (Fig. 3).

3) Morphogenesis of helicoids of decreasing
width (L1L2 or D1D2; H1 ≈ H2; Vϕ1 ≈ Vϕ2 > Vr).
The two approaching curled rims have the same
handedness and similar heights, but the azimuth-
al velocity of the rims is faster than the rate
of growth of the uncurled sheet. The resulting

Fig. 2. Morphogenesis of the leaf and curl parameters described in the text. (A) shows an artist’s view of
two opposite-handed curls counterpropagating along the rim of a growing lamina. The inset shows a cross
section of the curl (dashed line m-n) with the parameter H described in the text. The colors indicate the
time history of the growth of the aggregate, and the yellow rim shows the current growth front. (B and C)
show a scheme of the origin of the leaflike morphology as a result of the propagation of the curled front
along the rim. The actual shape is determined by the ratio of the velocities Vϕ1, Vϕ2 of each moving curl
and Vr that fixes the angle q, and the specific point in space and time at which the curls originated. This is
illustrated by frames D to F of movie S7, where the velocities were measured to be Vr= 0.91(3) mm/min
along the radial white paths, and Vϕ2 = 2.0(3) mm/min (paths labeled 1and 2) and Vϕ1 = 2.8(3) mm/min
(paths labeled 3 and 4).
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helicoids display constant pitch but have linearly
decreasing diameter. If Vϕ1 and Vϕ2, are differ-
ent but still larger than Vr, the diameter of the
helicoids decreases asymmetrically (movie S2).

4) Morphogenesis of braids (L1L2 or D1D2;
H1≈ H2; Vϕ1 ≈ Vϕ2 > Vr). The azimuthal
growth rates of the two rims are much faster
than the radial velocity of the uncurled lamina.
Therefore, the uncurled lamina is overtaken by a
braid that forms because the two curls of the
same handedness coil onto each other (Fig. 3D).

5) Morphogenesis of wormlike structures
(L1L2 or D1D2 or L1D2; H1 >> H2; Vϕ1; Vϕ2;
Vr). If the height and azimuthal growth rate of
one of the curls is much larger than the other,
regardless of the handedness of the rims, upon
interaction it ends up coiling on itself. That in-
folding can grow forward or backward, yielding
the wormlike morphologies displayed by some
silica biomorphs (movies S3 to S5).

It is worth noticing that all the twisted shapes
result when the two curls have the same hand-

edness. Because either enantiomorph has an equal
probability of forming, no chiral bias can be ex-
pected, and silica biomorphs are by nature racemic.

The proposed growth mechanism explains
a number of symmetry properties of silica bio-
morphs that have remained a puzzle for several
years. The leaf shape, so characteristic of silica
biomorphs, is an inevitable result of the opposing
and mutually interacting surfing curls. Further,
regular forms, with uniform curvature distribu-
tions over their surface (such as twisted spheres
and generic twisted surfaces), are less common
than irregular shapes because geometric regu-
larity in this sense requires fixed ratios of growth
rates over extended times. This mechanism also
explains the absence of chirality in silica bio-
morphs, because the handedness of the helical
structures depends on the relative sign of curl,
which is arbitrary. Finally, this mechanism ex-
plains the failure to induce chirality in silica
biomorphs with the use of chiral molecules: The
origin of the curling is at a much larger length

scale and is therefore uncoupled from molecular
chemistry.

The combined curling and radial growth phe-
nomenology outlined here produces the variety of
curvilinear forms observed in biomorphs, without
the presence of biomolecular agents, such as pro-
teins, to steer growth via surface adsorption. It
follows that complex curved shapes are not ex-
clusive to biology. This morphogenetical mech-
anism may contribute to the morphogenesis of
other exotic inorganic precipitates (20–23). It also
shows that evidence for nanobacteria (24) and
ancient terrestrial (3, 25) andMartian (26–28) life
remnants cannot rest on morphology alone.
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Fig. 3. Formation of hel-
icoids. When two counter-
propagating curls with
the same handedness ap-
proach each other, the
flat lamina continues to
grow outward with ve-
locity Vr. As the curls ap-
proach each other, the
lamina bends, following
the sense of the curls.
(A) displays a series of
frames of movie S8,
showing the formation
of a helicoid. (B) is a
front-view illustration of
two like-handed curls
twisting to produce a
helix. Different types of
helicoidal morphologies
are produced, depending
on the relative growth
rates. For equal or nearly
equal azimuthal velocities
of the two curled fronts,
comparable with the ra-
dial growth rate Vr, the
lamina and the two curled
rims are locked into a cou-
pled growth process, in
which the curls propagate
along the rims of a central
lamina, leading to con-
tinuous twisting with the
sense along the direction
F indicated in (A). Because
the growth of the central
lamina in the direction F′
perpendicular to F is hin-
dered by the propagation
of the curlings along its
rim, a helicoid of approximately constant width sprouts from the site of the lamina where the approaching
curls meet. (C and D) show scanning electron microscopy views of a helicoid with constant width and of a
braid, respectively.
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